2022-03-17
Rama’s White Knight Reports
March 10, 2022 to March 17, 2022

MARCH 17, 2022

To our readers: Rama’s White Knights Report, for the most part, will present information from Rama’s
contacts on very current events. Sometimes, additional commentary may show up, in the form of
more explanation about an important issue, or as an article inserted to provide more insight on the
subject being presented.
Find more info on those folks Rama talks to - who are there to keep us in the loop as well – at
https://www.rainbowroundtable.net/rama-s-contacts
2022-03-11

Friday

Rosa From Palestine

Rama: I received a call from Rosa From Palestine at 11:30 am late this morning. We must be kind
and loving to each other. The end game is at hand. They, the Dark Side, are playing into
Mother’s paws. Send more love to all the situations on Mother Gaia.
There are about to be very huge discoveries in the archaeological world which have to do with
our brothers and sister from the stars. We are one people, the rainbow nations of Mother
Gaia. All we are saying is ‘Give Peace a chance!’ Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!”

Our Brothers and Sisters . . .
2022-03-12

Saturday

Lianara

Rama: I received a text message from Lianara at 11:12 am this morning. She said to me, “Lord
Rama, all of this may be over by the end of March! Call in all the Forces of Light! Sat Nam!
Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire! “
2022-03-14

Monday

Dalai Lama

Dalai Lama @DalaiLama · Mar 14
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2022-03-14

Monday

Tom the Ring-tailed Cat

Rama: I received a call from Tom the Ring-tailed Cat at 12:15 pm this afternoon. He said to
me, “Lord Rama, the so-called controllers of Russia, the Russian oligarchs, would like to put
nuclear weapons in Belarus. We are playing out the end times story here. The 13 Families
want to pull off a False Flag event, like a Fake Alien Invasion. That is the absolute last
card.” He added that Project Bluebeam could project a holographic image of Lady
Di showing up in the sky. This is one scenario or way of distracting people.
“What the 13 Families would really like to do is scare everyone with a fake alien
invasion. As that were to occur, Captain Ashtar or his representative would take to
the airwaves and let everyone on Mother Gaia know these are the naked emperors
that have no clothes. And they would be exposed for the criminals that they are!
“We, the Galactics, are here with the whole of heaven! War is never the answer! Goddess is
here. Take that to heart! She is moving tremendous amounts of energy for good, right now!
The solar flares continue. Stay in the Violet Flame! All we are saying is ‘Give peace a chance!’
Sat Nam! Namaste!”
2022-03-15

Tuesday

Rosa From Palestine

Rama: At 12:10 pm early this afternoon, I received a call from Rosa From Palestine. She said
to me, “Lord Rama, the ships are here; they are being seen all over the Middle East.
They are being seen over Ukraine and Russia, as well as over many other places across
the planet. We are in the most intense time ever. The Dark Side is playing out their
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very last days and hours. Send more love to all situations. All the angels and masters are
here. All we are saying is ‘Give peace a chance!’ Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!”
2022-03-16

Wednesday

Tom, Sweet Angelique – both Paschats!

Rama: I received a text message at 12:15 pm
early this afternoon from Tom the Ringtailed Cat and Sweet Angelique the Cat.
They said to me, “Lord Rama! We are over the Arctic Circle in a shuttle craft. We are on
patrol, so to speak. All the old order of crime families’ information is coming out across the
internet; the Empire of Fallen Angels is at an end. This is happening because our Sun is going
through its transfiguration. The 13 Families know about this transfiguration of the sun and
they cannot handle it, nor can they stop it.
“This is the time where ‘She Who Was Here Before the Gods Were Here’ returns with the
entire Company of Heaven. All we are saying is ‘Give peace a chance!’ Sat Nam! Namaste!
Blaze the Violet Fire!”

From Tom on March 14:

2022-03-17

Thursday

“Goddess is here. Take that to heart! She is moving
tremendous amounts of energy for good, right now!”
Lady Master Nada

Rama: I talked with Lady Nada by text today; it was 12:05 pm early this afternoon. She said to
me: “Lord Rama, the Main Stream Media along with the Dark Side are a bunch of ravenous
wolves. They want to create an extinction level event; they LOVE high drama! At this
moment, they cannot control the fallen matrix any more. This is a war between the 13
families and their overlords, the fallen angels.
“At this moment, our sun, Sol, continues to send out massive solar flares. Let us focus on the
Light of Spring Equinox and the Return of the Christ. Rejoice! The Most Radiant Ones are
here AND THEY ARE US! As Yoko Ono says, ‘War is over, as you want it.’
“See you in the Light of the Most Radiant One. Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!”
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2022-03-17

THE ORACLE REPORT

Fwd: "A Fertile Garden Under the Full Moon" - Full Moon in Virgo - Thursday, March 17, 2022

PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN BY WISE OWL MIKE THE GREAT PHOTOGRAPHER AND SENT BY WISE OWL KAREN

The Full Moon enters at 2:18 am EST, Friday, March 18, 2022. The Full Moon forms a Grand Trine with
Pluto (transformation) and the North Node (future, destiny). This is highly significant! Whatever transpires
over the 3.7 days of the Moon phase will have implications for the future.
Before we dive into the energetics, here is a list of synonyms for “transformation.” Which word resonates
with you? Which word can you pair with the Great Pluto Return to remember that it is a good thing?
Alter revamp revolutionize convert reconstruct transmute transfigure renew mutate mold
translate switch commute
1 - SEIZING POWER - The Sabian symbol for the Full Moon at 28 Virgo is “a bald-headed man who has
seized power.” The astrology tells us that he is leading the revolution against the archons and
their minions. In the World Theatre, this is Putin. Russia’s actions are forming the future.
On the micro level of our individual lives, the Full Moon is about seizing our willpower. It is about
tempering our responses and maintaining our equilibrium. This could be a challenge for people who are
Eris Point dominant because…
2 - SATURN IS IN EXACT SEXTILE THE ERIS POINT - Saturn says there is too much going on and he
wants to be part of it. What does Saturn bring us right now? “A woman, disappointed and
disillusioned, courageously facing a seemingly empty life.” Ah, Saturn. Let’s continue, and hold the
thought.
3 - THE SUN IS FULL - At the Full Moon, the Sun is discharging “a fertile garden under the Full Moon.”
How appropriate! The Sun is full of CMEs right now, but that would take another Oracle Report for
those. We will stick to the overflowing astrology.
This symbol tells us that we have all that we need. There are opportunities — many of them — that are
available. Look outside of the box, and see what is there. See what is in there hiding. Is there fulfillment?
4 - MERCURY’S MUSEUM - Mercury has come to 13 Pisces, the degree of this Pisces cycle. The symbol
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is “a sword, used in many battles, in a museum.” This is about war and peace. The sword is used
to fight and then it is memorialized in order to prevent fighting. Over the Full Moon, people are
thinking about and talking about what is happening. This will shift the “transformation” to higher
levels of thought. And Venus joins in with…
5 - “PEOPLE ON A VAST STAIRCASE GRADUATED UPWARDS” - Venus is pulling things up! This is
the Evolution of the Revolution! Viva la Evolution!
But before Venus moves to the vast staircase, it will complete discharge of “during a silent hour, a man
receives a new inspiration which may change his life.” So before we rise, we have a tete-á-tete with
higher powers. A Full Moon Grand Trine is the sort of thing that can change our lives. Take a moment to
connect in and receive inspiration about what is happening in your life.
6 - MARS’ EAGLE - Mars is discharging “a flag turned into an eagle.” In context of the Full Moon
astrology, the bald-headed man’s operation (an ideal towards freedom and God) is soaring. This
applies to our willpower, as well. Mars’ energy is uplifting!
7 - DARK FATHER - Today is 10 Reed in the tzolkin. 10 is darkness, deconstruction, and chaos. Reed is
duty and doing the right thing. The Full Moon enters during the night (New York time, which is
where we focus as a location for the collective of humanity). The tzolkin runs from sunrise to
sunrise, so even though it is a new Gregorian day, it is still the energy of 10 Reed.
Russia is the hidden or unknown place (dark) that is implementing deconstruction of the archontic system,
and the disruption causes chaos. Chaos is a part of transformation. We need deconstruction to set things
right. Putin is the archetypal “dark father.” He was born under the energy of 10 in the tzolkin.
8 - TEA - Tea played a big part in the revolution of America. Pluto is discharging “a woman reading tea
leaves.” We see the future when we study astrology. We see that the Full Moon has long lasting
impact. We know when to observe, and we can become objective — discerning in our own way.
Back to Saturn. I never forget Saturn. A fertile garden. Seizing our own power. A sword is put away and
left to others to remember what it was like to take out the archons. In silence, God speaks to us.
We are aligned with fellow wise owls of the large aviary that is going somewhere (up). A flag is waving the
willpower of the Eagle.
Is there anything to worry about?
After the chaos, the world become fertile. After the archons, there is no more need for war.
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From Tom the Ring-Tailed Cat, on March 14:
“We, the Galactics, are here with the whole of heaven! War is never the answer! Goddess is
here. Take that to heart!”

From Lord Rama: Lenticular Clouds – South Africa Mountain
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